Event-based Workflow Analysis in Healthcare
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Abstract. Efficiency and high quality of care are nowadays demanded by healthcare organizations. Clinical workflow analysis is an important element of quality improvement efforts in hospitals. Standardized process models can support process monitoring and mining in healthcare delivery. Therefore our paper presents a promising approach for measuring Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) in hospitals based on a newly developed clinical process model. In order to measure process performance, it addresses the entire treatment process. As standardized method, the model allows the evaluation and analysis of clinical workflow metrics and thus forms the basis for continuous quality improvement. For modeling purposes, we use Event-driven Process Chains (EPC), a common process modeling notation, and the ARIS Toolset. Our process approach allows the analysis and evaluation of specific clinical workflows and furthermore forms the basis for continuous performance measurement, clinical quality improvement and a sustainable risk reduction in health care.

1 Introduction

Clinical workflow analysis is an important element of clinical quality improvement efforts. Optimization of clinical pathways and the management of time-critical diseases such as heart attack and stroke – although highly standardized – can be more or less time-consuming depending on the workflow bottlenecks in a particular health care organization. To identify bottlenecks in a workflow that overall can be accomplished within one or two hours, requires a thorough understanding of both workflow and durations each of the sub-processes take. As process data are generated by several hospital information systems, its extraction is problematically. Therefore this investigation presents an event-based approach to standardized and automated extraction of required process parameters. The aim is to determine process cycle times as well as to optimize clinical pathways.

Clinical process quality means the way in which care is delivered and specific clinical requirements are fulfilled. Standardized process models can support process monitoring and quality controlling in healthcare delivery. Improving the effectiveness and efficiency as well as optimization of clinical pathways regarding quality, time and costs is one of the key management strategies of time-critical diseases such as heart attack and stroke. To identify workflow bottlenecks in such acute processes requires a
thorough understanding about both the hospital information systems and the clinical workflows.

We propose therefore a newly developed clinical process model for workflow analysis, performance measurement and quality improvement in hospitals. For modeling purposes, the Event-driven Process Chain (EPC), a process modeling notation, and the ARIS Toolset, are used. In our approach process quality metrics, based on established clinical guidelines, are considered as performance measures. Furthermore, interoperability issues (i.e. the ability of an information system to participate in a complex information management process in a concerted fashion with a number of other information systems [1]), are also addressed. In order to analyze process performance, our approach focuses the entire treatment process. As standardized model, it allows the analysis and evaluation of specific clinical workflows and furthermore forms the basis for continuous performance measurement, clinical quality improvement as well as risk reduction. In health care delivery this typically directly translates into an improved service and quality outcome for patients as well as a reduction of treatment costs.

2 Event-driven Process Chains

Prerequisite for performance measurement is the knowledge of the processes. These characteristic clinical processes are to be identified and brought together in a process model including relationships and structures like sequence, parallelism, alternative and loop. For modeling purposes, Event-driven Process Chain (EPC) is used as process modeling language. The EPC is a methodology for a semi-formal description of business processes and is central to a variety of reference models. The language has been developed by SAP AG and IDS Scheer AG in a collaborative research project in the early nineties [2]. IDS Scheer AG, a software and consulting company, has furthermore developed the ARIS Toolset, a worldwide leading business process modeling tool, which is very often used for reference modeling by means of EPC [3]. The method is characterized by clarity and an integrated tool support in practice. It is one of the most commonly used methods in business modeling [4] as well as also applicable as process modeling method in hospital domain [5]. An EPC represents the temporal and logical dependencies of events and processes, and also allows the explicit notation of events, where process performance measurements can be done. For these reasons, the EPC is a suitable method for clinical process measurement efforts. Furthermore, the clinical task-oriented EPC-notation enables non-technical professionals like physicians or other clinical staff to understand the modeled clinical process quickly and easily. On top of that, the ARIS toolbox support is an important argument.

EPCs are used mostly at the lower levels of process hierarchy. This level of detail is also necessary for performance measurement. On conceptual or technical level other methods such as Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) [6], Unified Modeling Language (UML) [7] or Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) [8] are often used. EPC models consist of functions, events, process interfaces (paths), control flows (connections resp. arrows), connectors and further informational and organizational elements. Functions are active elements and represent the tasks or
activities in a process [3]. As passive elements, events describe process states and have in contrast to functions no duration. Events trigger functions and are themselves results of functions. Functions and events have to be connected and to alternate with each other. Each EPC starts with at least one event and ends with at least one event. In order to model sequences, branches and processing loops, logical connectors (AND, OR, XOR) are used. They model thus joins and splits [3]. Process paths indicate connections to other processes or sub-processes and partition processes at the same hierarchical level [9], [10]. Fig. 1 shows the EPC-elements used in this paper.

Fig. 1. Event-driven Process Chain (EPC)-Elements.

3 Clinical Quality Control and Assurance

3.1 Clinical Quality Dimensions and Medical Care Level

According to JCAHO (Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations), quality of care is the degree to which patient care services increase the probability of desired outcomes and are consistent with current professional knowledge. Quality can be furthermore classified according to A. Donabedian into three quality dimensions: structural, process and outcomes quality [11]. This internationally accepted classification is based on the assumption that all quality dimensions are based on one another. Only the analysis of all three dimensions simultaneously represents a holistic and integrated assessment of quality of care. Structural quality thereby relates to the environment within care is delivered. These includes the characteristics of a hospital, including both diagnostic and therapeutic approaches, the technical equipment (rooms, medical devices, IT-systems and infrastructure etc.), location, financial resources, the number and qualifications of employees and the organization as well as the personnel structure. The way in which care is delivered is related to process quality. This includes all operations relating to the clinical workflow, therapeutic and nursing measures, and cooperation of the staff. Clinical care often varies depending on the condition of the patient and disease progression. In consequence, the quality of process has to be assessed individually. As the evaluation of process quality is important for homogeneous groups of patients, standardized clinical pathways and process models are often defined, to support quality management efforts. The achievements of delivered care are finally focused by outcomes quality. From a medical point of view the results of all diagnostic and therapeutic efforts in treating a patient are referred. This includes measurable figures such as procedural success, mortality and complications of treatment, and parameters such as the rate of hospital infections, reinterventions etc. Fig. 2 schematically shows the quality dimensions embedded in the health care process.
Although the structural quality can be easily measured and outcomes quality is most significant, process measures are more sensitive to differences in quality of care. Furthermore they are especially in contrast to outcomes measures easier to interpret [12]. Process measures such as “door to balloon time” (time from patient arrival at the hospital [door] to the primary coronary intervention [balloon] in patients admitted with heart attack) or “order to imaging time” (time from order entry [order] to completion of diagnostic imaging [imaging]) are direct measures of quality. Whereas an outcomes quality indicator like “outpatient mortality rate in heart attack patients” is only an indirect measure. The measurement of outcomes quality is complicated and depends on the behavior and willingness of patients. In addition, the evaluation time of results is relevant, because patient’s relation to the treatment process will diminish over time. As a result, identical hospital services differ in terms of outcomes quality by the degree of patient involvement and the time of measurement. A lower level of medical care leads thereby automatically to an increase of iatrogenic risks and to a simultaneous increase of process costs due to accumulating errors. A maximal medical care level assures a maximal risk reduction and the highest quality regarding all quality dimensions: structure, processes and outcomes [13]. Due to the reasons referred to before, the process quality is focused on in the following.

### 3.2 Clinical Process Quality

All activities performed within a hospital are processes. These processes are to identify, analyze, evaluate and control. Health care processes are impacted by quality, cost and time aspects. Whether the process meets the defined quality requirements, is dependent on how many faults and risks are accepted during the treatment. In addition to process quality, also process costs are critical in assessing the process performance. Thereby the usage of all resources, which are required to provide the process performance, is considered. Finally, the process cycle time has to be mentioned as an important factor in determining the process performance. It is composed of processing times, waiting times and transfer times.

A practical example is the management of time-critical diseases such as heart attack. The application of new treatment approaches can save time and costs while increasing quality of care and therewith improving the care process. By using new imaging modalities such as CT (computed tomography) or novel laboratory markers,
in patients with lack of clear signs of a heart attack, it is possible to exclude a vascular occlusion quickly (time) and safety (quality). Such patients can be discharged within 6-8 hours from the emergency room with a reliable diagnosis (costs) [13].

4 Clinical Standards and Workflow Modeling

4.1 Clinical Pathways and Guidelines

A clinical pathway is an evidence-based treatment process for continuous quality improvement in patient care [14]. In addition, a clinical pathway serves as the basis for quality improvement and can be used as an instrument for data collection and process monitoring [15], [14]. Clinical pathways are important in the context of quality management and thus help towards the continuous quality improvement in hospitals. In this case all three in the previous chapter described quality dimensions are equally used. In addition to the outcomes quality, the process quality is most important.

Clinical pathways are not interchangeable between different hospitals because they have to be adapted to local organizational conditions. This includes both environmental and personnel resources as well as the procedures concerned. Consequently, each standardized treatment pathway requires an individual adjustment to the hospital in question. Thus, the construction of clinical pathways is time-consuming. Reference process models that support as patterns the pathways construction and/or standardized solutions that generate clinical pathways automatically are desirable [13].

Clinical pathways can be derived using clinical guidelines. Guidelines are systematically developed recommendations, which support physicians and health care organizations in the treatment of patients. As recommendations for clinical diagnostics and treatment of certain diseases they are important for quality of care management in hospitals. However, they are not binding. For example, guidelines for diagnostics and treatment of heart attack patients are published by independent societies such as the German Society of Cardiology [16]. They are based in most cases on results deduced from recent clinical studies.

4.2 Clinical Workflow Modeling

Clinical workflows are characterized as people-intensive and patient-centered processes where physicians and clinical staff work closely together using materials, devices and methods to attend and treat the patient. During a hospital stay, a patient crosses several departments, which are based on various fields of responsibility and information system-catchment areas. This set of departmental and system boundaries represent process interfaces that had to be bridged and taken into account during modeling. Therefore constructs like sequence, parallelism, optional flows and loops (without recursion) were modeled using functions, events and connectors and used in the whole process model as reference patterns. Because the clinical process flow, e.g. in the field of acute diseases, can vary very often, the underlying process model had to
be flexible designed. Therefore the entire process model was divided into 21 modules that were arranged hierarchically. Fig. 3 illustrates the EPC-module which models the workflow at an imaging modality (i.e. device used to acquire images of the body).

The connection between the modules is managed by using the EPC process path element. The described modularization of the whole end-to-end process into sub-processes leads in a higher flexibility of the model. The modules represent therefore different aspects (e.g. planning of a procedure, performing a procedure or archiving procedure results) of the whole clinical process and are connected to each other using process paths. In opposite to the common understanding of the process path element, it is used in our approach, to establish a hierarchical clustering in the model. Modeling in this way is efficient, because all modules can be called separately and run repeatedly without the necessity of embedding redundancies in the model. Beyond that, the model is easily maintainable and extensible for future purposes (e.g. model extension to non-hospital processes).

Our reference model was designed primarily to analyze the clinical workflow by means of process metrics. Secondly it accelerates the modeling of disease-specific
and hospital-specific clinical pathways and the measurement of KPIs in hospitals. The modeling “lifecycle” is initiated by the derivation of a disease-specific model (e.g. heart attack) from the generic model. Thereby, not required functions and events are to be removed (e.g. the surgery-sub-process in a typical stroke pathway). Disease-specific models are also reference models with generic functions and events. To reduce the complexity of the derivation, a module-oriented approach has to be used. Because of the flexibility of the model, each of the modules can be separately derived. As in Fig. 4 schematically shown, the disease-specific module [v1] can be separately derived from the generic module [c1]. A derivation of a hospital-specific module [h1] can be performed in the same manner.

![Fig. 4. Taxonomy of disease-specific and hospital-specific module derivation.](image)

The next step is to customize the disease-specific modules in order to transform them into hospital-specific sub-processes. Therefore all generic functions and events have to be first redefined. Additionally, their generic naming has to be transformed into a specific term (e.g. “Procedure” into “ECG”). Furthermore dedicated elements can be removed (e.g. “Performing CT”, if the hospital doesn’t support computed tomography examinations) and/or new specific elements can be inserted (e.g. specific organizational steps).

The generic reference process model represents the top of the whole clinical process in our approach including all necessary elements and alternatives. The model denotes the generic set of all possible sub-processes that may be applicable in a particular hospital. Depending on the disease in question several generic models can be derived (e.g. for heart attack and/or for stroke). Each of the disease-specific models can be further transformed into a hospital-specific variant, called in the following clinical pathway. It represents in our approach the basis for performance measurement and optimization efforts and demonstrates the status quo regarding the process performance and quality. Thereby the performance of the clinical inpatient process is focused on involving clinical roles like clinicians, nurses and technicians performing the dedicated clinical tasks. However, to preserve the generic model character, there are not specific roles assigned at the level of the generic and disease-specific level.

5 Workflow Analysis and Performance Measurement

Health care organizations such as hospitals are interested in measures about their quality of care. A common way to retrieve quality information is to examine the performance of organizational structure (structural performance) and processes (process performance) as well as outcomes (outcomes performance) by means of Key
Performance Indicators (KPIs) [18]. The challenge is to develop measurable, significant, appropriate and quality relevant indicators. Such sets of indicators are being provided by health care organizations in many countries (e.g. Joint Commission on Accreditation of Healthcare Organizations [19], Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality [20], National Health Service [21] etc.). In the following, process indicators are focused on.

In order that indicators can be used in quality management in hospitals, required data have to be collected. Process indicators can be classified according to quality, time and cost aspects - as mentioned before - in quality-based, time-based or cost-related process metrics. Since time plays an important role in acute diseases, time-based process indicators have been selected for further investigation. In the following time-based process indicators are called KPIs.

In our approach KPIs are considered as workflow metrics on the basis of existing clinical standards in the hospital system environment. IT-systems act in this case as enabler for clinical quality improvement as well as risk and cost reduction. The missing link between IT and KPIs is drawn by mapping selected KPIs to our newly developed clinical process model. The information about the predicated IT-system is stored in our approach in so-called KPI-cards. These are structured and short descriptions of each KPI considered in our model including further information about the start- and end-events, the IT-systems activating the events, the calculation of the KPI from start- and end-events or in combination with other KPIs, practical examples as well as related KPIs. In addition, the related EPC-modules are referred to.

EPC-events provide a possibility for time measures. Because of the fact, that events don’t have a time duration (in opposite to functions) they can be registered with a timestamp. Therefore special events were added to the model (e.g. “Procedure started” and “Procedure finished” or “Acquisition started” and “Acquisition finished”) (see Fig. 3). They indicate the start and the finish of the workflow resp. the process within. Between two of such events the process cycle time can be calculated and therefore bottlenecks can be detected and analyzed. As an example, the calculated time difference between “Procedure started” and “Procedure finished” in Fig. 3 provides the duration of the whole imaging procedure including device adjustment times and possibly more than one image acquisition. The appropriate events are generated in the radiology information system (RIS). In contrast, the time duration between “Acquisition started” and “Acquisition finished” provides the precise timing information about one image acquisition. This allows detailed workflow and modality utilization monitoring. As images are generated at the modality (e.g. during CT), the appropriate events have to be extracted from the modality logfiles. In general, all events which have to be retrieved in order to measure KPIs are assigned to a specific information system. In cases of unavailability, we recommend providing a possibility of automated generation of appropriate IT-timestamps.

6 Conclusions and Outlook

Our paper presents a promising approach for measuring KPIs in health care environment based on a newly developed EPC-model. However, there exist other approaches to clinical workflow improvement as presented in this paper too. For
example, the Lean Thinking’s Value Stream Modeling, as a patient journey modeling technique, supports the reengineering of healthcare processes by using the lean paradigm derived from the field of manufacturing [22]. In future work, such further approaches and approaches regarding process and workflow mining techniques [23,24,25] will be considered and compared to the approach introduced in this paper. Additionally, specialization features that support the automated derivation of the model to a hospital-specific solution are also future and complementary work.

We evaluated and verified our model and the methodology behind with several clinicians and medical specialists. Additionally we verified the model using clinical pathways of several hospitals including amongst others acute pathways for heart attack and stroke. Furthermore we evaluated the model's fitness for specialization and time-measurement in cooperation with a large German university hospital.

As standardized method, our model allows the evaluation and analysis of clinical workflow metrics and thus forms the basis for continuous quality improvement. Since standardization is an essential element in risk reduction, such an approach can be a key component of a sustainable risk management system. Therefore the model should be linked to the IT-infrastructure of a dedicated hospital involving all stakeholders in the treatment process. The presented approach supports a process-based benchmarking and thus enables a more transparent standardized internal (over several departmental and system borders) and external benchmarking (e.g. in form of public performance measures or quality reports).
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